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1. INTRODUCTION 

Introduction and qualifications  

1.1 My name is James Douglas Marshall Fairgray.  I have a PhD in geography from the 

University of Auckland, and I am a principal of Market Economics Limited (“ME”), an 

independent research consultancy. 

Experience 

1.2 My qualifications are set out in my primary evidence on this topic for Waimakariri District 

Council at paragraphs 1.2 to 1.9. 

Code of Conduct 

1.3 I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses contained in the Environment 

Court Practice Note (updated 1 December 2014) and I agree to comply with it. My 

qualifications as an expert are set out above. I confirm that the issues addressed in this 

statement of evidence are within my area of expertise. I have not omitted to consider 

material facts known to me that might alter or detract from the opinions expressed. 

2. SCOPE OF EVIDENCE   

2.1 In this statement, I address the evidence of Mr Anthony Dominic Dimasi for AMP 

investments in relation to the Belfast district centre and Mr Fraser James Colegrave for 

AMP investments in relation to the Belfast district centre. 

3. EVIDENCE OF MR ANTHONY DIMASI  

3.1 I consider first Mr Dimasi’s statement, on behalf of AMP Capital Investors (his title page 

identifies PSPIB Waiheke Ltd). The main thrust of Mr Dimasi’s evidence is that the 

pRDP rules which place caps on retail development for the Belfast district centre are not 

justified, and they represent an unnecessary imposition on the centre. He contends that 

development of the Belfast district centre will not have adverse effects on either the 

recovery of the central city, or on the recovery of Kaiapoi and Rangiora centres.  

3.2 I have two main concerns with Mr Dimasi’s statement. First, he provides very limited 

assessment to support his conclusions. Second, Mr Dimasi does not consider several 

key matters which are directly pertinent to the pRDP, and to the likely effects of the 

Belfast centre. 

3.3 As a consequence, in my view his conclusions are based at best on a partial 

assessment, and he has not considered the full range of relevant matters which are in 
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the pRDP - including key matters which underpinned the Environment Court’s decision 

in 2012 to place development caps on the proposed Belfast centre. 

3.4 I address first those aspects which Mr Dimasi has covered. He identifies as his key 

matters (page 1): 

i. Reasons for the enablement of unhindered progressive development of the 

Belfast District Centre, in accordance with its status as a KAC 

ii. The implications for the Christchurch Central city Retail Core of possible retail 

development at Belfast 

iii. The implications for the activity centres at Rangiora and Kaiapoi of retail 

development at Belfast 

3.5 His approach to address these matters is quite simple. He considers the potential scale 

of expansion of the Belfast centre, and he assesses potential effects according to 

distances between centres, his experience of decisions by developers and retailers, and 

information on the incidence of retail brands including anchor stores in Christchurch 

centres.  

Belfast District Centre 

3.6 He considers the size of the site (9.2ha), the very limited prospect of development to 

more than one level, and expects that site coverage (m
2
 of leasable floorspace per m

2
 

of site area) of more than 50% is unlikely (paragraph 3.12).  While he does not 

complete the calculation, his figures indicate 46,000m
2
 of leasable floorspace (that is, 

site size 92,000m
2
 x site coverage of 50% = 46,000m

2
 leasable floorspace).  He 

considers a total floorspace cap of 45,000m
2
 as a substantial imposition (paragraph 

3.9). Mr Dimasi considers that only 1,000m
2
 of office space is likely to be viable at the 

centre, and that the main use for the site will be retail and services (paragraph 3.10). 

3.7 Mr Dimasi also identifies that the proposed centre would add to the existing Northwood 

Supa Centa and New World store, for which he cites a combined retail area of 

32,100m
2
 and total area of 36,200m

2
 (paragraph 3.4).  

3.8 Based on his figures, if 20,000m
2
 of retail were developed it would increase the total 

Belfast centre to 52,100m
2
 of retail; and if total floorspace of 45,000m

2
 were developed 

it would increase the total area of the Belfast centre to 81,200m
2
.  The implied scale of 

the Belfast centre based on his figures is very close to my own estimates. 

3.9 Ms Harte cites the need “To enable AMP to manage the Northwood Commercial Core 

site and the Supa Centre in an integrated way AMP have also requested that the Supa 

Centre be rezoned Commercial Core. In that way they would have a single set of rules 

under which they can develop.
1
” This suggests a development path which would co-

ordinate at least the two main parts of the Belfast centre – the Northwood centre and 

the site known as the Styx centre. 

                                                
1
 Evidence of Patricia Harte on behalf of AMP Investments, Paragraph 4.3 
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Approach to Assessment 

3.10 For his assessment, Mr Dimasi provides a map which shows the location of centres 

including KACs, and areas of future residential land (his Map 3.1). He also provides 

information on travel distances between Belfast and the CBD, as well as Rangiora and 

Kaiapoi, and he comments on the locations of other KACs in relation to Belfast and the 

CBD. He also considers the incidence of retail outlets in Christchurch centres. He 

states, based on his map of KACs, and future residential land around Belfast, that the 

centre “will fulfil a readily apparent need” (paragraph 3.5). This appears to be the extent 

of his assessment of the retail market. 

3.11 Beyond that basic information, Mr Dimasi relies on his experience as to the decisions 

made by developers and shopping centre operators, and retailers, as to the likely 

development path for the expanded centre, and for his assessment of likely effects. He 

contends that in his experience, developers would never imperil another centre. 

“Projects are not approved if they are predicated on drawing business away from 

existing centres or facilities to the extent that those centres or facilities will be imperilled. 

This is the case for the simple reason that it is well understood that an established 

incumbent centre will always have significant advantages over a new arrival – unless 

the incumbent does not have a sound basis for existing.” (paragraph 3.13). 

Potential for Belfast to Impact on the Central City 

3.12 Mr Dimasi then considers whether development of the Belfast district centre would be 

likely to impact on the recovery of the central city. He contends that neither the scale of 

retail development of the Belfast centre nor its timing will affect the recovery of the CBD. 

“it is my view that whether the new district centre at Belfast is built as a centre of 20,000 

sq.m, 30,000 sq.m or 40,000 sq.m will be essentially immaterial to either the date of 

delivery or potential scale of the Christchurch central retail core.” (paragraph 4.8).   

Potential for Belfast to Impact on Rangiora and Kaiapoi 

3.13 He further considers the potential for effects on Rangiora and Kaiapoi. He dismisses the 

prospect of effects primarily on the basis of the travel distance between those centres 

and the Belfast centre. However, Mr Dimasi does not present any formal evaluation of 

the effects on Kaiapoi and Rangiora, and he does not consider such key elements of 

the centres’ roles, the effect of the earthquakes on the centres, or their expected rebuild 

path and timing. While he does offer a view as to the effect on the central city of a 

40,000m2 retail expansion at Belfast, Mr Dimasi does not address how the effects of 

the Belfast centre would vary with the scale of expansion. 

Mr Dimasi’s Evidence Base 

3.14 In my view, Mr Dimasi does not provide an adequate evidence base for his conclusions 

– either in relation to the central city recovery, or in relation to effects on Rangiora and 

Kaiapoi.  He does not in his evidence offer the information or the analysis of that 

information which he would require to support his conclusions. In particular, Mr Dimasi 

does not provide: 
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(a) any base assessment of the size and geographic distribution of the retail 

market in northern Christchurch and Waimakariri District. These northern 

catchments are the main source of custom for the existing Northwood Supa 

Centa (as indicated, for example, in Mr Colegrave’s statement for AMP, Figure 

6 and Figure 7), and can be expected to be the main source of additional 

custom for the expanded Belfast centre; 

(b) any assessment of the expected scale and location of future population and 

household growth in and around these catchments.  

(c) any information on the current state of other retail centres in the post-

earthquake recovery period;  

(d) he does not identify from where a Belfast centre of around 72,100 m
2
 of retail 

space (Mr Dimasi suggests an additional 40,000m
2
 of retail space (paragraph 

4.8), which would be added to the existing 32,100m
2
) would expect to draw 

custom; 

(e) any assessment beyond opinion as to the effects of Belfast’s development on 

either the established retail and service activities in other centres, or on 

development, investment and location decisions in other centres; 

(f) any consideration of wider effects in terms of community accessibility and 

enablement, and travel efficiency. 

3.15 This information is important when assessing likely outcomes in relation to the 

objectives and policies of the pRDP. As I have stated in my primary evidence, the 

objectives and policies reflect the matters to be considered in regard to new centres and 

– as in this case – expansion of an existing centre. Mr Dimasi cites objectives 3.3.1 and 

3.3.2 of Decision 1 (paragraph 2.2), as well as objective 3.3.5, and makes specific 

reference to 15.1.1 Objective 1. However, he makes no reference to other objectives 

and policies which are directly relevant to the expansion of Belfast and other centres, 

and he does not refer to these when assessing effects. 

3.16 As a consequence, in my view Mr Dimasi’s assessment is not adequate in scope, nor in 

terms of the information he has drawn on. I summarise my specific concerns below. 

3.17 In order to assess Belfast or any other development in relation to the objectives and 

policies of the pRDP, it is a fundamental requirement to consider how the development 

is likely to interface with the market, and to understand the implications for other KACs 

and centres in the network, for community accessibility, and for consumer travel and 

travel efficiency. These were key matters examined by the Environment Court, and are 

key matters in the pRDP. 

3.18 Relevant effects arise from the pattern of retail and service supply – the number, 

locations, size and mix of centres and retail destinations – relative to the distribution of 
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people and households, currently and into the future.  This is core to understanding how 

development of extra retail capacity or new centres is likely to affect activity patterns. Its 

importance is reflected in the pRDP provisions for convenient access by communities to 

the network of centres of varying scales, and roles.  

3.19 This was a key matter addressed in evidence to the Environment Court, particularly the 

proposed very large scale which was sought for the Belfast centre in relation to the 

community catchment which the centre is best placed to serve efficiently, and in relation 

to other centres in the network. Evidence was presented that the large size of the 

proposed centre, relative to the size of the market it is best placed to serve, would result 

in inefficient consumer travel. That outcome would be exacerbated by the prospect of a 

very large centre drawing custom from catchments further away, and reducing the 

likelihood of investment and expansion in smaller centres serving those same 

catchments.  

3.20 Mr Dimasi has not addressed these matters in his evidence. Travel distance between 

centres is a simple indicator, but it is not adequate for consideration of key matters.  

The effects of retail development patterns relevant to the pRDP require more 

comprehensive assessment. 

3.21 While he does acknowledge the “..key role of shopping centres … as being to meets the 

needs of consumers and to provide the best possible community benefit outcome for 

the populations that they are designed to serve.” (page iv, 3
rd

 paragraph) he does not 

address those wider outcomes. Rather, Mr Dimasi emphasises the rational nature of 

investment and location decisions by developers and retailers, which implies that the 

relevant matters in the pRDP will be taken into account and addressed through the 

decisions of commercial interests.  

3.22 He comments in regard to retail location decisions that “Such anchor store operators 

will not commit to a new proposal in the belief or expectation that existing stores which 

they operate at relevant centres will be significantly impacted or imperilled.” (paragraph 

3.16).  Mr Dimasi has chosen his words carefully.  While (anchor) store operators are 

generally very careful to minimise the so-called ‘cannibalisation effect’ on their own 

outlets, they are less likely to apply the same considerations to effects on stores which 

are not their own, including stores of different types – for example, department stores 

compete with a range of retail types, not just other department stores.  

3.23 In my view, the decisions of retailers and developers are rightly guided by what is in 

their best interest. However, that interest does not necessarily coincide with the 

community interests and economic outcomes which are identified and sought in the 

pRDP, with its necessarily broader and more holistic perspective. 

3.24 If there is a mismatch between commercial and community interests, in my experience 

commercial entities will seek to achieve what is in their own interests. That is the case 

here, in my view, where the Environment Court has determined, based on 

comprehensive assessment of outcomes and effects, that the economic and social 
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wellbeing of the Christchurch community will be better achieved by applying a cap to 

the amount of development opportunity sought.  

3.25 Mr Dimasi rejects the suggestion that development at Belfast could have any effect on 

the recovery of the central city. I disagree. In my experience, those in the retail sector – 

developers, centre operators and retailers – do take note of market conditions, 

especially the location and size of other retail serving the same catchments. The 

Christchurch central city – like most others – draws custom from throughout the urban 

area, and beyond, including northern Christchurch and the Belfast area.  Retail capacity 

in suburban centres is one of the considerations in investment and location decisions 

relating to the central city.   

3.26 If such was not the case, then it is difficult to see why the key planning documents 

including the RPS, LURP and pRDP emphasise the importance of the central city in the 

recovery, and explicitly cite the primacy of the central city. 

3.27 The potential scale of the Belfast centre is important.  Mr Dimasi contends that the 

addition of 40,000m
2
 of retail and a Belfast centre of 73,100m

2
 retail and around 

81,000m
2
 in total would have no material effect on the central city.  While no 

comprehensive figures are yet available as to the city centre’s retail capacity post 

recovery
2
, it is anticipated that total capacity will be considerably less than the 150-

160,000m
2
 (retail and hospitality combined) estimated pre-earthquake. Even if when 

recovered the central city capacity reached 100-120,000m
2
 (three-quarters of the pre-

earthquake situation) in my view the potential for expansion to a very large centre at 

Belfast would be a material consideration. 

3.28 To place that in context, The Base in Hamilton claims to be New Zealand’s largest 

shopping centre at 87,500 sqm
3
, and a Belfast centre of 81,000m

2
 or so would be in the 

largest three or four shopping centres in New Zealand. In regard to The Base, the 

establishment of a very large shopping centre some 6.4km from central Hamilton has 

had a major effect on the Hamilton CBD.  Certainly, there are differences between 

Christchurch and Hamilton in market size and development scale, and it is not a like for 

like comparison. Nevertheless, the experience of The Base development makes it 

difficult to sustain a view that substantial retail development in a suburban location will 

have no effect on the Christchurch central city. 

3.29 Mr Dimasi draws on the example of Melbourne as to the place of the central city.  In my 

view, Melbourne has limited relevance as an exemplar for Christchurch. It is a city of 

more than 4 million people (at least ten times the size of Christchurch), which means 

that the central city makes up a much smaller share of the city’s total retail and 

hospitality offer, and the community’s shopping and recreation patterns are quite 

different from Christchurch.  Also, the Melbourne central city area is intact. 

                                                
2
 The four developments cited by Mr Dimasi indicate 35-45,000m

2
 of retail and hospitality space, while the 

Restart centre, South City mall, and supermarkets and LFR on Moorhouse Ave indicate a further 70-75,000m2 
3
 http://www.the-base.co.nz/ 
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3.30 In my view, it is more relevant to consider the role of the Christchurch central city as it 

had evolved prior to the earthquakes, which reflects the geography of the population 

base (there is limited difference between pre- and post-earthquake patterns, apart from 

Red Zone areas) and the centres network.  

Summary 

3.31 In summary, I consider that Mr Dimasi’s evidence is more important in relation to the 

matters which he has not addressed, rather than those he has covered.  In my view, 

there are key omissions in his statement, which mean that he has not examined the 

matters which are highly relevant, which were considered relevant by the Environment 

Court, and are relevant in the pRDP. 
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4. EVIDENCE OF FRASER COLEGRAVE 

4.1 There are several aspects of Mr Colegrave’s evidence with which I do not agree. In 

particular, his estimates of potential impacts on the central city recovery, and on Kaiapoi 

and Rangiora, as well as his view that the decisions of centre operators will deliver the 

best outcomes for Christchurch communities. I address each matter below. 

Effects on the central city 

4.2 Mr Colegrave’s assessment of the Belfast centre’s potential effects on the central city is 

based on consideration of travel distance, and review of the Northwood centre’s current 

catchments. He uses his map of the centre’s primary, secondary and tertiary 

catchments (Figure 6, page 14) to conclude there is no overlap with the CBD. He also 

uses data on spending by residents within the four avenues area to conclude that 

competition with the CBD is limited (paragraph 6.10, and Figure 7, page 14). I have 

concerns about Mr Colegrave’s approach. 

4.3 First, in my view, his trade catchments as he has defined them are of limited use for 

assessing effects on other centres, including the central city. The catchments he uses 

show only the importance of different areas to Northwood sales, and do not indicate the 

centre’s market share in each part of the catchment. Market share drawn from each 

catchment is a key indicator of effect on other centres, because centres draw from 

many areas and do not have exclusive catchments.  

4.4 Mr Colegrave’s catchment mapping for Northwood appears to be based on combining 

contiguous areas, according to their aggregate share of Northwood’s sales
4
.  In my 

experience, a primary catchment is typically the area immediately surrounding a centre, 

where the centre’s market share is greatest. The secondary catchment is typically 

around the primary catchment, though further distant from the centre, and also defined 

according to the centre’s market share. This is because market share generally 

diminishes with increasing distance from a centre, and as effects from other centres 

increase. The tertiary catchment generally surrounds the secondary catchment, and 

covers the area where market share is lower again than in the secondary catchment, 

although the larger area covered means that this catchment still contributes materially 

to centre sales. 

4.5 However, this structure is not reflected in the catchments which Mr Colegrave has 

defined (as shown in Figure 6). For example, his map identifies the areas immediately 

to the south of the primary catchment as being “rest of Christchurch”, and does not 

differentiate between these relatively close parts of the catchment for those much 

further away.  In my experience, defining catchments in that way is of limited value.  I do 

not consider that Mr Colegrave’s approach provides an adequate basis for him to 

conclude that the catchments “clearly have no overlap with the CBD” (paragraph 6.9). 

4.6 Second, Mr Colegrave contends that because residents of the four avenues area 

account for only 3% of Northwood turnover then competition with the CBD is limited. 

                                                
4
 I note that Mr Colegrave’s primary catchment contains around 8,400 resident households as at 2013. 
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The implication is that the CBD’s draw is geographically very constrained, and that the 

four avenues area represents a significant component of CBD sales. This area 

represents a small share of the Christchurch household market. The Census shows 

there were only 1,845 occupied dwellings in this area in 2013, or 1.4% of the 

Christchurch City total, In any case, it is not correct to assume that simply because the 

Northwood centre’s market share is low across much of urban Christchurch that it does 

not affect the CBD’s custom. 

4.7 Mr Colegrave does not identify the how the central city itself draws from each 

catchment.  The CBD as the city’s primary centre drew widely across urban 

Christchurch prior to the earthquakes, and can expect to do so in the future, post 

recovery. The CBD attracts considerable market share from throughout Christchurch 

City, including from the primary catchments of Northwood, Hornby, Riccarton, 

Northlands, Eastgate and the Palms, and Rangiora and Kaiapoi.  That is evident from 

my research, using BNZMarketview data at a refined catchment level for the pre-

earthquake situation (2009 calendar year). Its draw extends to Waimakariri and Selwyn 

Districts, and as the largest retail centre in the South Island, it also has a regional and 

inter-regional role.  

4.8 Understanding these spatial dynamics of the market is fundamental to assessing the 

current and likely future effects of changes in the retail network. The material presented 

by Mr Colegrave does not reflect such understanding of retail dynamics, and in my view 

it does not support his conclusions.  

4.9 I also note the contrast between Mr Colegrave’s assessment for the Halswell centre - 

where he applied his gravity model
5
 to examine effects of that proposed centre’s 

development on other centres throughout Christchurch – with the simple and very 

limited assessment he offers in his evidence in relation to the central city. 

Catchment Overlap Approach 

4.10 Mr Colegrave presents catchment overlap diagrams, which depict the sales of selected 

centres, and “stylized” curves to depict the distances at which catchments overlap.  In 

Figure 5, he plots his overlap between the CBD and Styx centre. My concerns are as 

follows. 

4.11 First, Mr Colegrave states that he has used BNZ Marketview data from 2013. This 

means that his depiction of the sales performance of the central city, and its draw from 

across the Christchurch market reflect the very substantially reduced role of the central 

city after the 2011 earthquake. Statistics NZ employment data
6
 for the central city (four 

avenues) indicates that in 2013 retail employment was only around 40% of what had 

                                                
5
 This is notwithstanding the concerns I have about the results from Mr Colegrave’s modelling (contained in the 

attachment to his evidence for Danne Mora Holdings, entitled Economic Impacts of the Halswell Key Activity 
Centre, Table 8 p21 and Table 9 p22) where he shows impacts on centres as being low level but very 
widespread. For example, the impacts of Halswell on New Brighton are shown as 1.1%, while those on Hornby 
are 1.0%.  This suggests that Mr Colegrave’s model indicates limited distance decay (reduction in centres’ 
market share as distance increases), with the result that impacts are shared very widely.  
6
 StatisticsNZ Business Directory 2010, 2012 and 2013 
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been present in 2010. While employment in food and liquor outlets in 2013 was about 

78% of the 2010 figure (that is, a reduction of about 22%), employment in comparison 

retail outlets was only about 37% of the 2010 figure (that is, a reduction of about 67%).  

The reduction in the central city’s hospitality role was greater, with hospitality 

employment at around only 25% of the pre-earthquake level. This substantially reduced 

role of the central city will be reflected in the 2013 statistics which Mr Colegrave relies 

on.  With respect to the stylized graph, the “cone” for a fully operational central city 

would be at least twice as high as depicted in Mr Colegrave’s Figure 5, while the base 

of the “cone” would be substantially wider, reflecting the greater draw of a much larger 

centre. This means that, even accepting Mr Colegrave’s method, there would be 

considerably greater overlap between the central city and Styx or other centres. In my 

view, use of the 2013 information to examine the role of the central city is a major 

shortcoming in Mr Colegrave’s assessment. 

4.12 In any case, I have concerns about Mr Colegrave’s graphs, because they have potential 

to not accurately reflect the operation of the market. While he does not explain the basis 

of the graphs, they appear to plot each centre’s sales cumulatively from some outer 

edge. The effect is a very steep gradient, which implies catchments which are highly 

concentrated geographically. For example, in Figure 5 around $450m of the CBD’s total 

$680m in sales appears
7
 to be drawn from within 2.5 to 3.0km around the central city, 

while only about $230m (approximately one-third) is drawn from more than 3km away.  

That contrasts with my research into shopping patterns in the pre-earthquake 

environment, which showed the central city as drawing significant market share from 

throughout urban Christchurch.  I note that it is difficult to be precise, because the basis 

of Mr Colegrave’s graphs is not clear. 

4.13 One effect of the graphs’ showing such strong geographic concentration is to overstate 

the share of a centre’s custom which is drawn from the close catchment, and understate 

the shares drawn across longer distances. This risk is that catchment overlap is 

understated, and therefore that the extent of competition among centres is also 

understated. One potential consequence is that it would be easy to underestimate the 

likely effects of new development on other centres in the network. 

4.14 I note that Figure 5 also suggests that the geographical extent of the Styx centre, per 

dollar of sales, is proportionally far greater than that of the central city.  

4.15 More importantly, the graphs do not represent an assessment of spatial interaction, to 

show the origins of shoppers to each centre, to underpin assessment of travel patterns 

and travel efficiency. 

                                                
7
 These figures are approximate, and have been estimated from the graphs as presented. on 
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Optimal Retail Role for the central city 

4.16 Mr Colegrave expresses unqualified support for Mr Dimasi’s 2013 report into the central 

city, including the view that an appropriate market share for the retail core central city is 

between 6% and 9% of total urban area retail expenditure (paragraph 4.6), which he 

considers is ‘an optimum scale”. I note that this “optimum scale” is a relatively small 

share, and apparently does not include all of central Christchurch.  Retail activity in the 

four avenues area prior to the 2011 earthquake accounted for around 17% of 

Christchurch’s total retail employment (13% of food and liquor retail, and 20% of 

comparison retail), and 28% of total employment in hospitality, according to the 

Statistics NZ Business Directory (2010). The combined retail and hospitality role of the 

central area was 20-21% of the Christchurch total, and 19% of the total for greater 

Christchurch (Christchurch City, Waimakariri District and Selwyn District). 

4.17 As I have previously noted, the earthquakes have not significantly changed the 

geography of the Christchurch market, nor of the retail structure.  While the Red Zoned 

areas have been retired from residential uses, the central city is being rebuilt “in place” 

– that is, not re-located – and all other substantial centres in the network also remain in 

place, albeit some with damage. Once the recovery is complete, Christchurch’s retail 

geography will be very similar to that which existed prior to the earthquakes, with the 

only material changes being the loss of red zoned areas, residential growth on the 

urban edge, and some additions to the retail network.   

4.18 Mr Colegrave states his agreement for the notion that the factors most important to the 

central city are what will happen in the core rather than outside it (paragraph 4.8). I 

agree that what happens in the core will be very important. However, that does not 

mean that what happens outside the core area - in the balance of the retail network – 

will not have an important influence on the central city’s recovery.  Moreover, the central 

city retail and hospitality role is more than just the core area. In my view, it is important 

to consider the implications for the central city, including but not limited to the core area.  

A focus on just one part of the central city risks understating the significance of other 

retail development on the central city’s recovery. 

Impacts on Kaiapoi and Rangiora 

4.19 Mr Colegrave considers potential impacts on Kaiapoi and Rangiora, and concludes 

(based on travel distance between centres) that “there is likely to be only minimal 

overlaps between their catchments” (paragraph 5.2). He then illustrates his point from 

diagrams he has created. He also notes that Northwood Supa Centa captured only 

5.6% of resident spend from Kaiapoi and Rangiora in 2013. 

4.20 I have several concerns about this part of Mr Colegrave’s assessment. First, he has 

only considered the current effect of Northwood Supa Centa, which would be part of an 

expanded Belfast centre. He ignores the prospect that expansion will mean the Belfast 

centre (including Northwood) will capture a higher market share in the future. The retail 

cap of 20,000m
2
 in the pRDP equates to an increase of 62% in the size of Belfast 

centre from the current 32,100m
2
 at Northwood and the New World (based on Mr 
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Dimasi’s estimate) to 52,100m
2
.  If the centre expanded by 40,000m

2
 as suggested by 

Mr Dimasi, then that would represent an increase of 125%, with the Belfast centre more 

than doubling in size. There would be at least commensurate increase in the centre’s 

capture of spend from Rangiora and Kaiapoi. Even pro rata, using Mr Colegrave’s 

estimate of 5.6% currently, a 62% increase indicates a market share of 9.1%, while a 

125% increase indicates a market share of around 12.6%. Mr Colegrave does not 

indicate whether or not market capture by the New World is included in his figures for 

Northwood. 

4.21 Second, Mr Colegrave does not differentiate between Kaiapoi and Rangiora.  Kaiapoi is 

closer to the Belfast centre than is Rangiora, and has a much smaller retail mass than 

Rangiora. That means the Northwood centre’s market share of Kaiapoi catchment 

spend is likely to be greater than the 5.6% average quoted by Mr Colegrave.  He 

identifies (paragraph 5.4) that Kaiapoi’s catchment “overlap” with Northwood is nearly 

three times that of Rangiora, though he does not show what this means for Northwood’s 

share of spend from the Kaiapoi catchment. 

4.22 Third, Mr Colegrave uses a simple location quotient analysis to conclude that because 

the Northwood centre has a different structure from both Kaiapoi and Rangiora, “the 

centres also serve quite different shopping needs.” (paragraph 5.16).  As previously, Mr 

Colegrave omits to look forward, to consider the future situation with an expanded 

Belfast centre. The addition of 20,000m
2
 of retail space is most unlikely to be a simple 

pro rata expansion of the current retail mix at Belfast.  The additional capacity would 

see a wider range of shops and services at Belfast, which would be targeted to serving 

a comprehensive range of consumer needs, particularly given the integration which is 

intended for development of the Styx site and the Northwood site.   

4.23 Moreover, the structure of household retail demand is broadly consistent across 

Christchurch (although varying with socio-demographic characteristics). Because it 

would be a large centre relative to demands in its closest catchment, and needing to 

draw custom over longer travel distances than other centres Belfast will need to offer a 

comprehensive retail and service mix. 

4.24 Accordingly, Mr Colegrave’s contention that the centres serve different shopping needs 

is unlikely to still be the case when Belfast expands.  A more comprehensive offer from 

Belfast suggests that its effects on other centres, including Kaiapoi, would be 

correspondingly greater. 

Role of the RMA 

4.25 Mr Colegrave contends that “..there is no overarching mandate under the RMA to 

support or reject proposals based on the extent to which a market is perceived to be 

well serviced or not. That is a matter for commercial operators to assess…” (paragraph 

6.3). 

4.26 Mr Colegrave’s apparent position is that commercial operators are best placed to 

examine and assess for any development all of the implications which are relevant to 
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the pRDP, both in and of themselves, and in combination with the wider picture.  His 

views are similar to those of Mr Dimasi. 

4.27 As I have noted (paragraph 3.23 and 3.24) it is reasonable to expect that commercial 

operators will act in their own interests.  However, the Council’s responsibilities for 

community interests and economic, social, cultural and environmental outcomes are 

broader, and in my view it is not appropriate to assume that commercial decisions will in 

aggregate deliver the mix of outcomes which are sought by communities. 

Matters which Mr Colegrave has not addressed 

4.28 There are several important aspects which Mr Colegrave has not addressed, including 

the size and geographic distribution of the retail market in northern Christchurch and 

Waimakariri District, the expected scale and location of future population and household 

growth in and around these catchments and specific assessment of likely effects on 

other centres, beyond his consideration of a few simple aspects, nor has he considered 

wider effects relevant to the pRDP in terms of community accessibility and enablement, 

and travel efficiency. 

Summary 

4.29 In summary there are several shortcomings in Mr Colegrave’s assessment which mean 

that, in my view, some of his key conclusions are not supported.  
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